Community Control of the Transportation Conversation
I SUPPORT TRANSIT

I use Fox-Valley Tech ID for transit rides to school & work

Valley Transit rider from Appleton
I SUPPORT TRANSIT
So Elderly and Disabled can Maintain Independence
I SUPPORT TRANSIT
b/c it provides safe and affordable transportation

I SUPPORT TRANSIT
Because:
It's good for community development!
I SUPPORT TRANSIT & LOCAL NEEDS
NOT HIGHWAY WASTE BECAUSE...

Climate Change hurts
Everyone + Everything
“I live about a 20 minute drive from work but it takes an hour to get to work on the bus and about 1.5 hours to get home from work. **Because the bus runs so infrequently, if you are one minute late, you are 30 minutes late.** Because they don't run before 5:00am, I cannot get to work early, ever, even if I need to. Because the buses don't run early enough on Saturdays, **if I have to work on Saturday, I have to take a cab and this costs about $30.00.”

– Brinnan, Madison
Statewide Issues; Local Impacts
Milwaukee
Join the Conversation: Local Transportation Forums

RSVP for a Forum Near You!
Tinyurl.com/TranspoForumsWI

9/1 Appleton
9/14 Waukesha
9/15 Kenosha
9/15 Milwaukee
9/20 Milwaukee
9/20 Madison
9/21 West Bend
9/22 Eau Claire
10/5 La Crosse
Arrive Together